


ANATOMY OF A FUNDRAISING APPEAL LETTER

It’s a bit tricky to provide the perfect appeal letter template, as there is more than 
one way to skin a cat.  Certain elements should be included in all letters, and 
we’ve tried to outline those in the course curriculum. Those are elements that will 
assure the letter is readable, conversational and to-the-point,

Aside from these essentials, a winning appeal letter boils down to the following 
bone structure and best practices:

INTRODUCTION

Capture the reader’s attention – Begin with something that draws your reader 
into the rest of the letter: a bold question, statement or hard-to-believe fact. 
Telling a story of a specific person or situation that your charity has helped – or 
would like to help given sufficient resources -- is generally the most successful 
way to get your message across and engage your reader’s heart.

Lay out the problem, conflict, challenge, atrocity… the burning need that 
their gift will address.  Tell a story. Help your reader visualize this in compelling 
detail so that they come to care about the protagonist.

Lay out the specific program or initiative that addresses this problem – If 
your organization has many different programs and services you’ll be tempted to 
try to include everything you do in one letter.  This is almost always a mistake. It 
not only overwhelms your reader; it tends to turn everything into mush. If I go to a 
pancake house I’m going to order pancakes. Period. If I go to a diner with 50 
different things on the menu (even if I started out hungering for pancakes), I may 
just end up with the least expensive, most mundane thing. The mush. Why? 
Suddenly, I’m not sure what I have a taste for and I can’t quite figure out how the 
scramble and the frittata and the omelet differ. Has this ever happened to you? 
Instead, focus on a particular project or theme and provide details and stories to 
make it real for your reader.

Update previous donors on the impact of their last donation – Penelope 
Burk’s research in Donor-Centered Fundraising shows that telling donors what 
their last donation achieved before asking for another gift is one of the three keys 
to donor retention (the other two being a prompt and personal thank you).  You 
can accomplish this fairly quickly with a single sentence like: “Because you 
cared, the Center was able to stay open last year.”

Thank donors; tell them they’re necessary – For renewals, be sure to thank 
folks for their previous gifts and tell them they’re still needed. Again, this can be 
accomplished quickly (maybe even in your closing) with a single sentence like: 
“Thanks for your support – it’s what helps keep our children’s tummies full.”
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ASK

Explain how the donor’s gift will be the solution – You want to leave folks 
feeling that your work is absolutely essential; that if you weren’t able to continue, 
that would be a sad day indeed. You’ve laid out the need, you’ve laid out the way 
you address that need, and now you must lay out the way they can assure the 
happy ending to your story.

Suggest a specific donation amount (or a suggested range) and what this 
will achieve. The ask amount must be appropriate for the particular donor (which 
is why you may run different segments for donors under $100, $100 - $999, and 
$1,000+ –  just as an example; you can also ask your database to suggest 
amounts based on a mathematical equation: “If donor gave X, then ask for Y”). 
It’s nice to list the impact of the gifts at different levels so donors know exactly 
what they are achieving. For example: “Your donation of $30 will feed a hungry 
child breakfast for two weeks.” These amounts can also be listed on your remit 
piece.

CLOSE

Thank donors in advance for their support – It’s always nice to show folks you 
think the best of them. It flatters them (and they do say flattery gets you 
everywhere!) and subtly assumes they will do the right thing.

Remind folks again why their contribution is so important – You may also 
want to reinforce here why you need their help and what the consequences will 
be if they do not act.

As long as your letter has these basic elements your letter will be to-the-point 
and persuasive. Beyond that, you have some freedom to get creative. The ‘best 
practices’ suggested above are guidelines.

ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS:

Visual appeal

You may want to include a photo on the upper right-hand corner. This is one of 
the most compelling ways to draw people into the rest of the letter. Headshots 
are best, especially if the eyes draw the reader in.  We’re all drawn to human 
faces from the minute we’re born. We love animals too (so a little girl with big 
eyes holding a kitten is dynamite!).

Or perhaps include a “Johnson Box ” at the top with a compelling quote from 
someone who needs help or who was helped.  Or maybe even just a quick 
tagline that sums up your entire appeal (e.g. “Today, you can save a life.”). Or a 
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key fact that may come as a huge surprise to your reader: “Did you know that 
one out of four people in our community is hungry?” 

Consider colors that coordinate with your organizational colors, campaign theme 
and/or how you want the reader to feel [see Hue are You? What Color Can Mean 
for Your Marketing Strategy. You may want to use a brightly colored envelope so 
your appeal stands out in the mailbox – and it doesn’t even have to match the 
colors you use inside!

Segmentation variations

When you’re writing to a non-donor prospect your letter will be somewhat 
different than when you’re writing to renew a first-time donor, an ongoing donor 
and/or a lapsed donor. Here are some of the differences:

 Non-donor/cold – Generally longer because you need to explain what you 
do. Direct mail donor acquisition letters are commonly as long as four 
pages, and repeat the messaging many times to drive home points that 
may be unfamiliar to the prospects. These letters make more use of the 
Johnson Box, and to ongoing donors may appeal “salesy.”

 Non-donor/warm – You have a choice of sending the more formal 
acquisition letter (as you would for a cold prospect) or the less formal, 
generally shorter, appeal that resembles the letter you send to renewing 
donors.  When your prospect is really warm (because they use your 
services and/or are a family member of someone who uses your services) 
then you don’t need to spend as much time and space explaining what 
you do.

 First-time renewal – This is the type of annual appeal letter we’ve mostly 
been discussing in this course. It is generally one page (front and back) 
and asks the donor to repeat their gift. It thanks the donor for their 
previous support. Often folks will not ask for an upgrade at this time, 
preferring simply to cement the relationship.  However, if there is a strong 
connection and evident capacity, and ask for an increase is completely 
appropriate.

 Ongoing renewal – this is just like the first-time renewal, but mentions their 
ongoing, dependable support and asks for consideration of an upgrade.  
Not just “will you give more” but “will you consider a gift of $XXX?”

 Lapsed donor – This is similar to your renewal letters; you thank the donor 
and let them know you’ve missed them. It’s often a good idea to add a 
personal note, or even ask volunteers to make calls to find out why the 
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donor stopped giving [surprisingly, many lapsed donors aren’t aware 
they’ve lapsed; they simply got busy or thought they’d given already].

APPEAL LETTER SAMPLE TEMPLATE
(Use an easy-to-read serif font, like Times New Roman, Garamond or 
Palatino).

PHOTO
w/caption

Date
[ADDRESS BLOCK]

Dear _____________, (first name and use comma!)

(Indent; Begin with a one sentence take-away that tells your 
prospect the single most important thing they need to know; 
Strive to include “You”)  
With this letter you can help someone [start a business to support their 

family… sleep at night… get a new heart… etc].

(Begin your emotional story; Set up the protagonist, the conflict, 
the happy ending that’s out of reach) 

Emanuel works 3 minimum wage jobs and still can’t make ends meet 
to support his family. He dreams of starting his own food truck, using a 
family recipe for tamales, He knows he could do it, and he could then offer 
work to a couple of his friends too. But he has no savings and no one will 
make him a loan. He is so tired of hearing “no.”

(Make your first soft ask; if they’ve given before, remind them)
[With your renewed support], you can say yes to Emanuel and 1,600 

people like him who desperately need loans and support to move out of 
poverty.  I can’t tell you how much it means to people like Emanuel to know 
our community is here to support them, because there are people like you. 
It’s not just the loan; it’s also knowing they are not alone. Thank you for 
being such a good neighbor and friend.
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(Tell them/remind them how your organization addresses the 
problem)

Your gift, simply put, means the future to families struggling to 
escape poverty. It’s direct, personal and supremely powerful. Let me show 
you what I mean:

•(Examples of how their gift helps – can be (1) bulleted 
components of help given to one individual – e.g., a loan; 
business counseling, etc.; (2) bulleted quotes from folks like 
your protagonist who were helped, or (3) bulleted gift 
amounts and how they’re used.)

(Set up the ask so they feel it would be a mistake not to give)
The American Dream should be reachable for everyone in our 

community, regardless of happenstance of birth. Just because someone grew 
up poor does not mean they should be doomed to poverty. Not if they have 
the ambition and smarts to pull themselves up by their bootstraps.

(Specific ask)
Please renew your important support with a gift of $250 [or please 

send your special gift today of $25, 50, $100 or more] to provide Emanuel 
and people like him with the bootstraps they need to pull themselves up.

(Closing)
Your gift will be put to work immediately, making a real difference. 

Thank you!

Yours in gratitude,
(Signature in blue ink)

(P.S.) Your [renewed and increased] gift means we can help 1,600 more 
people this year. Please use the enclosed envelope to make your gift 
so we can start transforming people’s lives immediately. Thank you 
so much!

.
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